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1. Summary

- Digital agendas have become increasingly central to national policies and plans that aim to respond to the challenges of the future.

- Our review of African countries’ policies and strategies, the most comprehensive of its kind, demonstrates that most African countries have digital agenda documents. These are found in legal texts, stand-alone digital strategies, as sections of national development plans or within aspects of other policies.

- Most of these plans concern utilizing digital technologies for economic development through initiatives such as the (re)skilling of populaces. They also include harnessing more efficient service deliveries, and seizing opportunities for e-government that digital technologies provide. Several countries also have cybersecurity strategies. Considered collectively, all of these indicate an emerging African digital agenda.

- Africa’s digital landscape has numerous stakeholders both internally and externally. While China has emerged as a major provider of Africa’s digital infrastructure, the European Union maintains considerable leverage in shaping the continent’s digital regulatory framework through being its largest overall donor.

- It is important to ensure that external partnerships are modulated to African contexts in an Africa-led process – including involving African representatives from the private sector as well as non-state actors.

- It is of equal importance to ensure that policies and strategies are not indiscriminately copied from other contexts. National and regional policymakers should exercise creativity and judgement that reflect the specificities of African contexts in formulating their digital policies.
2. Introduction

Digital technologies have been at the core of the rapid transformation in global geopolitics and economics. Owing to this, many countries have identified their digital agenda. In this paper, we define digital agenda as the collection of objectives and methods by which countries seek to make use of technologies across various sectors. Ideally, such agenda correlates with their economic realities, national politics, and the relationships they have with other countries.

With respect to different national agendas and investments in digital technologies, there are countries that seek to homogenize how technology is created, marketed, distributed, and used. Blocs like the European Union have expressed equal interest in setting the agenda for global digital technologies by shaping the digital agendas of their partners as an extension of their foreign policy.

African countries, however, are in another category. While they may lack political leverage or possess economies of a scale that could support ambitions to dominate and direct the world’s use of digital technologies, they are integrally important to the global digital ecosystem. Aware of the roles that they play as consumers of technologies, contributors to the training of Artificial Intelligence algorithms (albeit not always consensually) and as suppliers of the minerals vital to the production of digital infrastructures, African countries have not been passive in the politics of the digital ecosystem.

During the Trump administration in the US for instance, many African countries ignored US pressure by pursuing stronger digital ties with China and remained open to Russian interests. Today, up to 70% of the 4G base stations in Africa are constructed by the Chinese company Huawei. This is in addition to the involvement of other Chinese companies in constructing fiber optics across Africa.

As Africa begins to integrate more deeply through the African Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA), where negotiations around e-commerce protocol are imminent, we seek to answer a few questions in this paper: What emerges as Africa’s digital agenda when one reviews the agendas of individual African countries? What kind of interactions have African countries been having with other global players in the digital ecosystem? What could be done to ensure that external players partner effectively with the continent to ensure that its digital potentials are realized for the benefit of all Africans?

This brief considers these questions with a focus on Africa’s interactions and partnerships on digital issues with the EU, its largest development partner. The EU currently provides about EUR20 billion (USD23.6 billion) per year in official development assistance by funding several initiatives in Africa’s technological sector. Most recently, it earmarked EUR82.5 million (USD97.2 million) to support six projects that include the use of digital technologies and space applications. We first examine what digital agendas currently exist from both national and continental perspectives before considering which key policy areas emerge as central to the agendas. We then review how the EU has approached cooperating with Africa on digital issues. Our policy recommendations emphasize the advantages of a continent-wide approach to digital strategy that would ensure a home-grown, African digital agenda – and better position Africa for partnerships with international players.
Only a handful of African countries do not have some form of digital policy or strategy in place. Many outline their digital agendas in their national development plans. Others have dedicated documents that outline their digital agendas in greater detail. Others still have policies and strategic plans covering very specific items such as e-commerce, cybersecurity, digital privacy, and e-government. Egypt is distinct in being the only African country with a national strategy on artificial intelligence.

In this section, we discuss the content of some of the existing strategic plans, policies, and initiatives as outlined in standalone documents or within national development plans of selected African countries. The standing of the countries in the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Index is presented in the table below.
Selected African Countries in WEF’s Global Competitiveness Index 4.0 2019 Rankings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Compared to 2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambia</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>+0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>+0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>+0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>+0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>+0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>+0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The WEF Global Competitiveness Index 4.0 measures national competitiveness—defined as the set of institutions, policies and factors that determine the level of productivity. Score out of possible 100.

APRI – apri.africa

Digital agenda as presented in digital strategic plans

Here we consider the digital strategies of Mauritius, Egypt, Kenya, and Senegal.

Mauritius

As stated in its Digital Mauritius 2030 Strategic Plan, Mauritius designates its ICT sector as the third pillar of its economy: it contributes 5.6% of its GDP, with a growth rate of 4.4%, employing over 23,000 citizens in more than 750 businesses. The extent to which the small island nation has leveraged digital technologies for its development is indeed reflected in the fact that it has the most perfect EGDI score among African countries. Mauritius has broadband penetration of 78.4%, mobile phone penetration of 145.6% and as many as 350 Wi-Fi hotspots within its 2000 square kilometer land area.

The digital strategic plan aims to increase the country’s gains from digital technologies. It consists of five strategic waves. The first wave regards the further development of ICT infrastructure and broadcasting capabilities, the establishment of new submarine cables, providing satellite connectivity for outer islands, setting up a command-and-control center for the management of governmental networks and encouraging the adoption of artificial intelligence, internet of things and cloud computing.

The E-Government and Business Facilitation second strategic wave would have the country review its existing legal frameworks for the sustenance of digital government initiatives, set up chatbots on government websites, deploy artificial intelligence solutions throughout public service and positioning the country as an African technological gateway. The Talent Management third strategic wave aims at developing the capability of its citizens to work with ICT solutions, attracting both foreigners and diaspora Mauritians to work in the country, providing scholarships for ICT studies, providing virtual courses and a reconsideration of the school curricula to incorporate ICT content.

The Cybersecurity and Cybercrime fourth strategic wave entails the setting up of a Cyber Threat Center, issuing guidelines on safe cybersecurity practices and promoting its cybersecurity services in the southern Africa region. The fifth Innovation and Emerging Technologies strategic wave would see the country establish a Mauritius Artificial Intelligence Council, increase awareness of robotics and drive fintech services.
Egypt

Egypt has the distinction of being the only African country to have developed a national strategy for artificial intelligence (AI) – in addition to having a well-developed national strategy for ICTs alongside specific strategies for cybersecurity and e-commerce. The vision of the Egypt National Artificial Intelligence Strategy is to use AI technologies to achieve national sustainable development goals, positioning the country as a global player in AI and fostering regional cooperation within African and Arab regions. The strategy’s pillars include the rapid adoption of AI in government services and decision-making, deploying AI in every aspect of the economy, using public campaigns and professional training to prepare Egyptians for the AI era, and participating actively in global discussions around AI projects. Since the country only released its digital strategy for artificial intelligence in July 2021, monitoring its implementation is something to watch.

Egypt’s general approach to ICTs is articulated in the ICT 2030 Strategy, in line with the aspirations of its national development plan, Egypt Vision 2030. The ICT strategy focuses on creating an Egypt that is digitally transformed, where digital skills and jobs are abundant, government services are digitized, digital infrastructure is well developed, cybersecurity is guaranteed and both knowledge and innovation are at the core of the economy. The country has furthermore been implementing a standalone National Cybersecurity Security Strategy since 2017, with a focus on establishing appropriate legislative frameworks, developing a national cybersecurity system and equipping human expertise for its successful operation.

The country has also developed an E-Commerce Strategy – towards helping small businesses get online, encouraging medium and large business to invest in having a strong online presence, leveraging digital technologies to facilitate the entry of informal businesses into the formal sector and stimulating electronic payments for goods and services.

Kenya

Kenya has developed a detailed blueprint with which it aims to realize a buoyant digital economy. Titled the Digital Economy Blueprint, the vision is to empower citizens in a digital world. Its mission includes creating a digital economy that ensures that all its citizens, firms, and organizations have digital access, whilst providing them with the capabilities required to participate in exploiting the opportunities presented by the digital economy. The aim is for a vibrant digital economy to help the country leapfrog its development challenges.

The blueprint identifies five pillars of digital government, digital business, infrastructure, innovation-driven entrepreneurship, digital skills, and values. The digital government pillar entails using digital technologies to enhance the citizen-government relationship, while the latter innovates to provide effective public service. Already, but not without controversy, the government has been registering its nationals both within and outside of its borders in an effort to issue them a Digital ID called Huduma Namba. It has also launched a Government to Citizen platform called e-Citizen, where citizens can apply for government services such as business registrations, marriage registrations, driving licenses and passport applications.

The digital business pillar involves consolidating the large increase in the country’s e-commerce businesses and its already established mobile money services by consolidating digital trade, digital financial services, and digital content towards achieving economies of scale, further growth, and a reduction of operating costs for businesses. Meanwhile, the infrastructure pillar involves investing in broadband, 4G, interoperability among businesses and secure data centers to make the digital economy safe, affordable, and accessible, irrespective of physical residence in the country itself, as part of an inclusive economy.

The innovation-driven entrepreneurship pillar relates to helping people develop ideas that can be commercialized by providing funding for innovative research, developing talent, and supporting business models that make use of open access digital resources within the digital economy. The last pillar of digital skills and values concerns equipping citizens with basic, intermediate, and advanced digital skills. Basic skills include how to use a computer keyboard or send an email, intermediate skills include how to analyze data or create digital content, and advanced skills incorporate computer programming and network management. It remains to be seen whether the country will achieve these objectives, given the role that its Digital Services Tax may play in the development of its digital economy.
Senegal

Senegal has developed the Digital Senegal 2025 Strategy as part of its plans to revolutionize every aspect of its economy and become an emerging country by 2035. The strategy’s slogan of “digital technology for all and for all uses in 2025 in Senegal with a dynamic and innovative private sector in a high-performance ecosystem” succinctly describes the hopes that the country has placed in digital technologies and what it intends to achieve with them. The strategy has four axes with three prerequisites for upgrading the legal framework of digital technologies: improving human capital for creativity, productivity through technologies and ensuring cybersecurity and trust in the digital ecosystem.

In view of the currently high costs of internet access in the country, the first axis focuses on providing citizens with affordable access to ultra-high speed internet service by prioritizing national fiber optic coverage, investing in submarine cables and by facilitating the deployment of 4G and other ICT services in every part of the country. The second axis concerns deepening e-governance by increasing synergy and enhancing efficiency within the public service. It aims to accelerate the digitization of government services such that 40% of birth registrations, building permit applications, tax declarations, payments of duties and other administrative services are conducted online by 2025.

The third axis concerns promoting an innovative and value-creating digital industry through support for local investors in a ‘Senegal Start-up’ program. The fourth axis concerns the deployment of digital technology in priority sectors of the economy. These include improved agricultural productivity as farmers gain access to better agricultural and market information, a more robust fisheries sector as boats and canoes are registered for better maritime safety and illegal fishing is combated using radar detection, a larger financial sector as mobile banking becomes more efficient, a better health service for citizens with the deployment of telemedicine and an improved education sector as technological programs are introduced in schools and virtual classes are used to decongest campuses.

Digital agenda as presented in national development plans

Gambia, Namibia, and Gabon are countries that do not have a standalone digital strategy or policy, yet nevertheless outline digital aspirations in their national development plans. Here, we examine the aspirations that these countries have outlined including Gabon’s national development plan which has since run its course.

Gambia

In the country’s National Development Plan 2018-2021, “Making the Gambia a Digital Nation and Creating a Modern Information Society” is outlined as one of the critical enablers of various developmental goals that include the restoration of good governance, a stabilized economy, improved health and education services and agricultural modernization. Upgrading ICT infrastructure, enhancing access to broadband, improving e-government with the establishment of a National Data Center, and ensuring cybersecurity are important digital plans of the country. In doing so, the country hopes to increase the percentage of its population that access the internet daily from 20% to 90%, increase mobile phone penetration from 78.9% to 90% and to double the proportion of schools that are connected to broadband Internet from 6% to 12% by the end of the planning period. The country has already recorded huge progress on mobile phone penetration with the figure standing at 164.1% of the population as of January 2021. It is currently unclear, however, whether an individual's multiple phone ownership may have driven the growth in mobile phone penetration. Internet access remains modest, however, with only 23.7% of the population accessing the internet daily in January 2021. Nevertheless, this represented as much as a 22.8% increase from the level in 2020.

Namibia

Namibia has been working towards harmonizing various policies and initiatives into a single National ICT Policy. Its 5th National Development Plan (NDP5) for the period 2017/18 - 2021/22 outlines it’s vision of a Namibia with a knowledge-economy and “universal access to information, affordable communication and technology infrastructure and services” by 2022. The country specifically aims at having 90% of its
population covered by broadband infrastructure by 2022, up from the 21% that had coverage in 2015. It also envisages an increase from 74.4% to 93% for digital terrestrial television coverage, from 78% to 90% for FM radio coverage, from 141 postal outlets to 152 and from 30% to 80% for the percentage of the population with access to online news. Schools and health facilities had broadband coverage of 25% and 13% respectively in 2015. The country aims to expand the coverage to 100% and 80%, respectively, for all its schools and health facilities by 2022.

One of the strategies for achieving these goals is having digital technologies integrated into all sectors of its economy, with particular attention given to e-business, e-learning, e-health, and e-governance. Upgrading the national digital infrastructure, building new radio and TV transmitter stations, implementing different measures to ensure affordable Internet access as well as establishing internet connectivity in remote areas are some of the other strategies outlined by the country towards achieving its digital aspirations.

Gabon
The Emerging Gabon Strategic Plan sets forth Gabon’s plans to be an emerging nation, with more of an emphasis on its human capital than its natural resources. This reflects the greater influence of knowledge in the global economy, in which the middle class will form the majority by 2025. Building a world-class digital infrastructure and creating a digital economy that is both dynamic and innovative are key strategies for achieving these objectives. The country further outlines plans for e-government and ensuring cybersecurity via appropriate cyber legislations.

In the available 2011-2016 strategic orientations, the country anticipated that by 2016 it should have digital infrastructure across all of its territory (both rural and urban), improved digital services, faster internet service, cheaper internet costs, greater digital inclusion for low-income demographics, an effective e-governance and a digital economy policy. As the country is yet to achieve a digital economy, however, some of the plans were certainly not met in 2016. Nevertheless, based on data from the E-Government Development Index, the country has been making advancements in its digital aspirations. Its EGDI score for 2016 was 0.3584 as opposed to 0.4313 and 0.5401 in 2018 and 2020 respectively.

Digital agenda as presented in disparate documents, policies, laws, and activities
Some other countries have elements of a digital strategy in disparate policy documents and initiatives. Ghana and Zambia are in this category. Some also have these expressed as laws – for example Algeria, which has a law on e-commerce, among others.

Ghana
While Ghana developed an Integrated ICT for Accelerated Development (ICT4AD) Policy in 2003, it currently aims to develop a digital strategy as part of Ghana Beyond Aid, which is its vision document. However, it has already produced a host of documents that collectively provide a view of what its digital agenda might look like. These include a National Financial Inclusion and Development Strategy (NFIDS) 2017-2023, a Digital Financial Services Policy and a Ghana Digital Payments Roadmap that are, in one way or another, aimed at supporting financial inclusion goals, enabling an appropriate regulatory framework, supporting the development of market infrastructure for digital financial services, supporting fintech and enhancing the robustness of the digital economy. It has also launched a National Cyber Security Policy & Strategy document towards ensuring the safety of its cyberspace and an enhanced digital economy as a result of this.

Zambia
Zambia has made significant progress in digital infrastructure by connecting all provincial centers to the fiber backbone and building what has been described as a state-of-the-art data center that can support both governmental and commercial usage. It has also made strides in e-government and lowered the transaction cost of digital financial services. Use of digital finance services has increased from 26% in December 2018 to 39% in December 2019. Some of the documents in which the government expresses its digital aspirations include the Smart Zambia Master Plan and the Smart Zambia e-Government Plan.
Framework for analyzing Africa’s digital agenda and relevant sources obtained

Goal: Economic development
Source: National Development Plans (e.g., Gambia’s NDP 2018-2021)

Goal: Cybersecurity, digital payments, digital financial services
Source: Standalone documents or various sources (e.g., Ghana’s National Cyber Security Policy & Strategy and various policy documents)

Goal: Digital economy and e-government
Source: Standalone documents (e.g., Kenya’s Digital Economy Blueprint)

Source: Authors.  APRI – apri.africa
4. The trends in Africa’s digital agenda

Our analysis so far shows that certain issues appear to be a priority for African governments. Viewed together, one begins to get a sense of an emerging digital agenda for Africa and the vision that African countries have in their approach towards digital space from a policy perspective.

The broad tenets of Africa’s digital agenda in turn are discussed throughout the rest of this section.

Digital Infrastructure

The importance of physical infrastructure cannot be over-emphasized. Without such infrastructure, nothing else can be developed. African countries have focused on this. More than 30 African governments (55% of the continent) have procured 3G networks, while more than 20 countries (36% of the continent) have built fiber-optic networks and e-government platforms.

On the regional front, of the projects on the Dashboard of the Program for Infrastructure Development in Africa, a continental program designed to support the development of regional and continental infrastructure projects, digital infrastructure boasts second place in the number of projects either ongoing or already completed. This is second only to transport infrastructure. The importance of a regional focus for achieving results in the development of digital infrastructure was also underscored by an AUC/OECD expert survey on digitalization in Africa, with digital infrastructure being cited most often as the area of priority.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority areas for regional and continental co-operation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordability of digital services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional integration of digital infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation on digital security &amp; identity, privacy and data protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business-to-consumer solutions (e.g. e-commerce)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital solutions for small and medium-sized enterprises’ access to finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation of online payments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital solutions for agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business-to-business solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation on competition and intellectual property rights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: AUC/OECD 2020 Expert Survey on Digitalization in Africa
E-government

E-government has been receiving increasing attention from African governments in the past decade. Virtually all the digital strategic plans and national development plans that are reviewed here have elements of e-government included in them. Even though UN data shows that Africa as a continent generally lags behind other regions on e-government, significant gains have been made in the past years.

African countries ranked highest in the E-Government Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Rating class</th>
<th>EGDI Rank</th>
<th>Sub-Region</th>
<th>OSI value</th>
<th>HCI value</th>
<th>TII value</th>
<th>EGDI (2020)</th>
<th>EGDI (2018)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>HV</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Eastern Africa</td>
<td>0.7000</td>
<td>0.7911</td>
<td>0.6677</td>
<td>0.7196</td>
<td>0.6678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seychelles</td>
<td>H3</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Eastern Africa</td>
<td>0.6176</td>
<td>0.7660</td>
<td>0.6925</td>
<td>0.6920</td>
<td>0.6163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>H3</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Southern Africa</td>
<td>0.7471</td>
<td>0.7371</td>
<td>0.5832</td>
<td>0.6891</td>
<td>0.6618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>H3</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>Northern Africa</td>
<td>0.6235</td>
<td>0.6974</td>
<td>0.6369</td>
<td>0.6526</td>
<td>0.6254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>H2</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>Western Africa</td>
<td>0.6353</td>
<td>0.5930</td>
<td>0.5596</td>
<td>0.5960</td>
<td>0.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>H2</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>Southern Africa</td>
<td>0.5235</td>
<td>0.6558</td>
<td>0.5447</td>
<td>0.5747</td>
<td>0.4554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>H2</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>Northern Africa</td>
<td>0.5235</td>
<td>0.6152</td>
<td>0.5800</td>
<td>0.5729</td>
<td>0.5214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabo Verde</td>
<td>H2</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>Western Africa</td>
<td>0.5000</td>
<td>0.6337</td>
<td>0.5476</td>
<td>0.5604</td>
<td>0.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>H1</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>Northern Africa</td>
<td>0.5706</td>
<td>0.6192</td>
<td>0.4683</td>
<td>0.5527</td>
<td>0.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabon</td>
<td>H1</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>Middle Africa</td>
<td>0.3235</td>
<td>0.6719</td>
<td>0.6250</td>
<td>0.5401</td>
<td>0.4313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>H1</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Southern Africa</td>
<td>0.3647</td>
<td>0.6911</td>
<td>0.5591</td>
<td>0.5383</td>
<td>0.4253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>H1</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>Eastern Africa</td>
<td>0.6765</td>
<td>0.5812</td>
<td>0.3402</td>
<td>0.5326</td>
<td>0.4541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>H1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Northern Africa</td>
<td>0.2765</td>
<td>0.6966</td>
<td>0.5787</td>
<td>0.5173</td>
<td>0.4227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>H1</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>Eastern Africa</td>
<td>0.5235</td>
<td>0.6135</td>
<td>0.3688</td>
<td>0.5019</td>
<td>0.3692</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


A few concrete examples of how African countries are approaching e-government include the Unified eXchange Platform (UXP) interoperability platform in Namibia, through which different state institutions are integrated into a single platform for efficiency; a Government Integrated Financial Management Information System (GIFMIS) in Nigeria; an e-tax solution in Botswana; cash registers that are directly connected to the tax authority in Ethiopia; e-state portal, Irembo, in Rwanda; text messaging services for disaster preparedness warnings in Madagascar and a regional e-governance academy under development in Mauritius. These are but a few examples of e-governance solutions that are being developed to solve locally identified problems and in collaboration with foreign partner countries.

Cybersecurity

Almost all the digital plans reviewed make mention of cybersecurity and improving confidence in the use of digital services. However, this is not often translated into policy and practice. Most countries have yet to develop national cybersecurity strategies or data protection regulations and laws. In 2014, the countries adopted the African Union Convention on Cyber Security and Personal Data Protection, otherwise known as the Malabo Convention. In 2019, the African Union Commission set-up the African Union Cyber Security Expert Group (AUCSEG), which is tasked with advising the Commission and member countries on how to respond to cyber threats. Earlier
Countries that have started addressing cybersecurity include Egypt, Ghana, Morocco, Nigeria, and South Africa. Senegal has also gone further to strengthen what it considers to be its digital sovereignty. In June 2021, President Macky Sall ordered his government to transfer all of its data to national data centers. At the launch of a new data center he said: “I’m instructing the government from henceforth to migrate all state data and platforms to the data center. We have to rapidly repatriate all national data hosted out of the country.”

E-commerce

Even before COVID-19 led to an increase in e-commerce on the continent, Africa had been witnessing growth in the sector. According to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)’s E-commerce Readiness Index, the African countries that have been most active in the sector are Mauritius (scoring at 68.4 out of 100), Tunisia (58.1), South Africa (54.4), and Nigeria (53.2). The index tracks four dimensions including a country’s percentage of internet users, the percentage of its population with access to bank accounts, scores given to the security of its web servers and the score given to the reliability of its postal services. Crucial hurdles include a lack of trust, lack of bank accounts (with only 10 to 15% of Africans having a bank account), lack of traditional addresses (especially in rural areas) and unreliability of postal services in addition to personnel and infrastructural difficulties in crossing borders. The promises e-commerce holds for Africa have been widely reported – and it appears that governments are taking heed of the advice to improve the regulatory environment, both individually as countries and collectively as a continent. With the entry into force of the African Continental Free Trade Area (see below), e-commerce agenda is likely to receive more attention.

Taxing digital services

Although not prominent in national digital plans, digital taxation is an emerging topic in Africa – so much so that the African Tax Administration Forum (ATAF), an African pan-governmental organization, has issued a ‘Suggested Approach document’ to drafting legislation on digital sales tax services in Africa. This should be read alongside other global initiatives on how to tax digital services, namely, the OECD’s Two-Pillar approach and the G7’s new proposal for minimum tax rates for multinational companies. ATAF has already responded to the Pillar One of OECD’s proposals from an African perspective. The central point of both of ATAF’s interventions is that there are some specificities to the African context that need to be taken into account when a digital services tax is considered in either a global or African framework.

Some African governments already have digital services tax of some kind. Notable cases include Kenya, Nigeria, Tunisia, and Zimbabwe. According to Deloitte, Egypt is considering implementing one. South Africa has introduced it within its value added tax (VAT) and has issued a white paper which contains a proposal on extending TV license fees to streaming services. Digital taxation also carries a political dimension, however. Uganda has, for instance, recently imposed a tax on social media websites in the country, a move that has been widely interpreted as an attempt towards curbing the mobilization of activists and opposition parties. This was subsequently replaced with a general digital tax.

Striking a balance between generating revenue and not being punitive on civil society is crucial and requires some trade-offs. The stage at which the digital value chain tax is imposed and who the taxpayer should be are also necessary factors to consider. For example, the social media tax in Uganda has been imposed on users after they purchase data as opposed to being levied on the social networks themselves. This “digital lawfare” gives further credence to the need for a continental – and indeed global – taxation approach on digital activities.
5. How does the emerging agenda fit with the continental agenda?

In 2020, the African Union Commission introduced a comprehensive Digital Transformation Strategy for Africa. The Strategy builds on initiatives and frameworks such as the Policy and Regulatory Initiative for Digital Africa (PRIDA). It is also designed explicitly to support and connect with the AfCFTA. Its central objective is for Africa to use digital technologies and innovation to transform Africa, to generate inclusive growth, create jobs and ensure African ownership of digital technologies. To do this, it aims to spur the creation of a Digital Single Market in Africa by 2030, whilst providing a roadmap towards achieving that goal.

In its broadest terms, these include foundational pillars such as the creation and harmonization of policies, legislations and regulations, the creation of digital infrastructure (especially cross-border infrastructure), ensuring that Africa’s digital skills gap is filled, ensuring that Africa is literate in up-to-date digital skills, innovation and entrepreneurship strategies and ensuring the correct balance to allow digital entrepreneurship, including intellectual property (IP) rights. The sectors that the Strategy seeks to see transformed digitally, in addition to the digital industry itself, are trade and financial services, governance, education, health and agriculture. Cybersecurity, privacy, and personal data protection are all cross-cutting themes. These represent the core areas present in Africa’s emerging digital agenda. The key challenge, however, is connecting those continental and regional agendas that are likely to be affected by the digital agenda (e.g. e-commerce activities under the AfCFTA) to national efforts.

Different writers have highlighted some of the key considerations African countries would have to make as they prepare to commence negotiating the e-commerce protocol of the AfCFTA. A recent ODI study, for instance, argues that African countries might want to first reflect on the classification of digital products before commencing negotiations. A Tralac article added other elements to consider, suggesting that African governments might have to consider the reasons behind the African Group at the WTO’s opposition to the introduction of an e-commerce rule at the WTO. The e-commerce protocol certainly offers plenty of opportunity for Africa. Beyond providing guidance on how intra-African trade in digital services would work, it promises to help understand what the African position on cross-border trade in digital services entails. This position could feed into other future agreements that African countries might negotiate, either bilaterally or as part of a multilateral process.

6. Cooperation with the EU

As in Africa, the EU has also developed its digital transformation strategy. The strategy is built on the premise that data constitutes a key resource for the future on security/political and economic fronts, even as the line between the two is often blurred. As the value of the data economy within the EU region is expected to increase from around EUR325 billion (USD385 billion) (2.4% of the EU’s GDP) to an estimated EUR829 billion (USD977 billion) by 2025 (5.8% of the EU’s GDP), control over data, its transfer, and use within the EU has been central in the bloc’s digital policy.

The EU is indeed recognized as a leader in terms of the data protection of its residents and companies. Several policies and legislative packages exist or are being developed to strengthen the EU’s hold on the data of its nationals and firms. It developed the first of its kind General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which seeks to regulate the transfer of data and the handling of personal information within and outside of the EU. A similar regulation on the flow of non-personal data, including in relation to industry and cloud computing, has also been in effect since 2019.

In April 2021, the European Commission (EC) put forward a proposal for an Artificial Intelligence Act, which combined security/political concerns with economic ones. This complements the main cybersecurity-related legislation, namely the Directive on the Security of Network and Information Systems (NIS), which has been in effect since 2016.
What is Africa’s Digital Agenda?

While the EU’s success in moving towards harmonized digital policies is most visible in the area of data management, it has been making headways in several interconnected areas. Indeed, since 2016, the EU has been ramping up its regulatory frameworks around digital transformation and industrialization. It introduced new legislative texts on the use of data for industrial ends at the time. In 2020, it further introduced a legislative proposal for a Digital Markets Act as well as a Digital Services Act, both aimed towards upgrading regulations within the internal market. It has also indicated a willingness to move ahead with imposing digital taxes on multinationals while working within the framework of the G20 and the OECD for a global solution.

It is evident from the above that the EU is developing a complex system in relation to digital transformation. Domestic policy is not the only focus, however, as the bloc makes no secret of its ambition to become a global leader in the process of shaping its own “digital future”. Three EU-identified areas are of particular focus. They include becoming a role model for the digital economy, supporting developing economies in going digital and developing digital standards with the intention of promoting them internationally. In this respect, the European Commission argues that “a Global Digital Cooperation Strategy will put forward a European approach to the digital transformation… and will project them onto the international stage and engage with our partners… in Africa and elsewhere”.

Understanding the role of development assistance as a tool of foreign policy here is critical since the implementation of these EU ambitions is done through classical cooperation instruments, including bilateral and continental cooperation. Bilaterally, the EU has de facto introduced a legal obligation on African countries members of the Africa, Caribbean, and Pacific Group to comply to the GDPR regulation within the framework of the newly negotiated agreement between the EU and the group. This is, for instance, evident in using definitions drawn from the GDPR legal text and incorporating them into the EU-ACP agreement.

To take but one example, Article 15 of the newly concluded agreement between the EU and the ACP, which deals with the processing of personal data, draws its text from the preamble of the GDPR regulation. This is a consequential commitment on the part of the signatories. Enforcing such a regulation will prove challenging, however, and will require signatories to introduce new regulations in order to ensure that they are compliant with their legal obligations under the new EU-ACP Agreement. So far, the majority of African countries have digital regulations, but only South Africa has a comprehensive legal framework comparable to that of the EU.
In January 2021, the EU announced that it would be supporting six new digital projects across multiple sectors under the Pan-African Program. In the process, it earmarked some EUR82.5 million (USD97.2 million) to support the projects of the 2014-launched program for an assortment of areas centered around education and capacity-building. Previously, from 2018-2020, the EU had provided some EUR400 million (USD471 million.)

The six projects will touch on various sectors as determined by the EU, including "air transport, digitalization, regional integration and trade, and sustainable resource management." The breakdown of the funding consists of the following:

- African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) (38.7%).
- Food security and ecosystem monitoring using space technology (30.3%).
- Sustainable management and governance of natural resources using geoscientific data (9.6%).
- Digitalization and knowledge sharing (9.6%).
- Safer aviation infrastructure using satellite systems (6%).
- Modernization of air navigation systems (5.4%).

Specifically on digitization, the EU pledges to support the newly introduced Africa-Europe Digital for Development Hub with funds totaling EUR8 million (USD9.4 million). The Hub, which is a unilateral tool not yet approved by African countries, aims to facilitate "knowledge-sharing and structured dialogue" between the two partners with the aim of boosting digital transformation.

At the continental level, the EU has also steered several initiatives and brought them into the AU-EU partnership framework. This is the case, for instance, under the so-called Africa-Europe Digital Economy Partnership. Although the legal implications of continental initiatives are minimal compared to those concluded bilaterally, the success of the EU in imposing its ideas signals its capacity to ensure the alignment of non-EU countries to its own policies. In the case of Africa, this may be detrimental. For instance, questions on how rules around the digital economy support the AfCFTA are yet to be answered, largely because some aspects, primarily the e-Commerce protocol, are still under discussion among African negotiators. Furthermore, the enforcement infrastructure to meet legal obligations will require significant adjustments both in financial terms and in domestic legislation.
7. Conclusions and policy issues for further consideration

- The depth and scope of strategies differ from one country to another. Nonetheless, one can observe certain common elements that can be described as an emerging African digital agenda.

- There has been a relative lack of multi-sector or multi-actor involvement in the processes of setting digital strategies and policies. The processes seem excessively government-led (with some notable exceptions, e.g., Senegal).

- There is need for balance between regulation and punitive digital lawfare in the leveraging of digital taxation to ensure that revenue is extracted without stifling the widespread participation of citizens and civil society or threatening to curtail innovation.

- The continent’s digital priorities are vulnerable to being set by other digital players if multilateral approaches continue to lag.

Based on the findings above, the figure below represents what we propose to be the ideal digital agenda landscape. It factors in three levels: the domestic, the continental and international partnerships. These are flanked by necessary pillars.

Modelling Elements of an Ideal African Digital Ecosystem

- Pillar I: Multisectoral Participation
- Pillar II: Harmonised Standards and Regulations & Dialogue with External Partners
- Pillar III: Sustainable Innovation Ecosystem
At the first level, there needs to be participation by a variety of actors in creating national digital agendas – there has so far been a relative lack of multi-sector and multi-actor involvement in the development of national agendas (with some notable exceptions, e.g., Senegal). At the second level, these national agendas need to be consolidated and harmonized as much as possible. At the international level, major multinational corporations in the digital and related sectors and partner states adhere to this framework developed from the bottom up and in accordance with the continent’s identified priorities.

As Africa considers foreign partnerships in the digital space, the process of Africa’s digitalization needs to be owned by the continent for the following reasons:

- It ensures a greater rate of success because the regulations and objectives are developed within specific contexts.
- Digital models adopted from, or introduced by, different partners with divergent visions (e.g., China, the EU, the US, or Russia) are, ironically, likely to lead to further divergences in standards and a stunting of the continent’s digital landscape.
- It guarantees against potential reneging of regulations and objectives since these are “owned” by the African stakeholders and reflect their aspirations.
- African leadership in setting its own digital landscape is more likely to lead to innovation within the continent as externally sourced regulations can stifle local innovation.

While African countries are making significant strides in infrastructure development and the drafting of regulations, the scope and depth of the latter need to be further aligned to the continent’s future ambitions. Considering that a domestic economy cannot be an island in a digital world, a continental approach is indeed required. The key advantages of such an approach include the following:

- **Resource conservation**: as the continent seeks to become integrated through the AfCFTA, it is doing so in an increasingly digital world. Connecting digital agendas as part of the negotiations for the AfCFTA will help avoid the costs that would inevitably be incurred should the issue be left to the future. It will also help the continent reap the benefits offered by the AfCFTA by providing possibilities for the creation of regional hubs with respect to infrastructure (e.g., data centers).

- **Investment attraction**: as companies increasingly pursue regional markets to ensure scale, the continent will be able to present itself as more compelling investment opportunity if it has a harmonized approach to digital regulations.

- **Common approach to digital taxation**: for African countries to extract benefits from the digitalized economy, it will be crucial for them to have a common standard and approach to taxing digital services. This will also prevent a race to the bottom, but it can also form an African position to taxing the digital economy – in the face of the G7 proposal.

- **Human rights protection**: a harmonized continental standard that ensures human rights protections would provide be a stronger tool for holding national governments as well as foreign actors to account.
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